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Abstract Guided by a polymath approach—encompass-

ing neuroscience, philosophy, psychology and computer

science, this article describes a novel ‘cognitive’ compu-

tational mind framework for text comprehension in terms

of Minsky’s ‘Society of Mind’ and ‘Emotion Machine’

theories. Observing a top-down design method, we enu-

merate here the macrocosmic elements of the model—the

‘agencies’ and memory constructs, followed by an eluci-

dation on the working principles and synthesis concerns.

Besides corroboration of results of a dry-run test by

thoughts generated by random human subjects; the com-

pleteness of the conceptualized framework has been vali-

dated as a consequence of its total representation of ‘text

understanding’ functions of the human brain, types of

human memory and emulation of the layers of the mind. A

brief conceptual comparison, between the architecture and

existing ‘conscious’ agents, has been included as well. The

framework, though observed here in its capacity as a text

comprehender, is capable of understanding in general. A

cognitive model of text comprehension, besides contrib-

uting to the ‘thinking machines’ research enterprise, is

envisioned to be strategic in the design of intelligent pla-

giarism checkers, literature genre-cataloguers, differential

diagnosis systems, and educational aids for children with

reading disorders. Turing’s landmark 1950 article on

computational intelligence is the principal motivator

behind our research initiative.

Keywords Society of mind � Thinking machines �
Reflective cognitive architecture � Concept-granulation �
Natural computation � Artificial general intelligence

1 Introduction

Reading furnishes the mind only with materials of

knowledge; it is thinking that makes what we read

ours.—John Locke

The world isn’t just the way it is. It is how we

understand it, no? And in understanding something,

we bring something to it, no? -Yann Martel, Life of

Pi.

‘What is the mind? What is thinking? How does the mind

granulate, associate and summarize concepts? How does

the infant-mind ‘understand’ and develop language-skills?

Is there a generic procedure underlying the functioning of

the mind? If yes, can we define it in computational

terms?…’—enigmas that always have and yet continue to

baffle philosophers and scientists, alike.

Alongside philosophical discourses on the origin of the

mind, recent developments in cognitive science—inte-

grating experimental and theoretical investigations across

neuroscience, psychology, linguistics and artificial intelli-

gence—and technologies that help probe into the inner

brain-activities, present today the practical complexities in

pursuing investigations on the above questions. Surpris-

ingly, the intricacies are yet to deter researchers from

probing into the working of the mind.

It was while we were attempting an integration of the

computing with words (CWW) (Zadeh 1996), natural lan-

guage processing (NLP) and affective computing para-

digms (Picard 1997) towards a methodology of text
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comprehension in Banerjee and Pal (2013), Pal et al.

(2013) that questions on how does the human mind recall,

visualize, granulate and associate perceptions—despite

information insufficiency or ambiguity—to form a universe

of thoughts (Pinker 2007); identify affective, rhetoric and

prosodic elements in text; measure comprehension, etc.,

intrigued us and prompted the formulation of the concepts

illustrated herein.

This article describes our efforts at defining a framework

of a cognitive computational mind—an abstraction of the

human mind, formed by assimilating different, dynamic

and co-operative intelligent components, as do components

of the brain or body, giving rise to appropriate emergent

structures and dynamics. Our focus here lies exclusively on

a computational mind as a text understander.

Referring to the parts of the brain and their functions

towards language comprehension (Price 2000; Ramachan-

dran and Blakeslee 1999), we endeavor enumerating a

‘society (Minsky 1986)’ of self-evolving and self-orga-

nizing modules (or ‘mind-agencies’) to form a system

capable of mimicking each of these brain-functions. A

system where the sum of the complex individual functions

of the modules would result in a granule of comprehension,

quite indistinguishable from the thought-components that

lead to it—embodying the basic philosophy of the granular

computing paradigm (Lin 1997; Zadeh 1998).

Granular computing is the manifestation of the human

ability to perceive the real world across multiple levels of

abstraction or granularity—the process of extraction,

grouping and manipulation of concepts into hierarchies of

coherent modules that fit a given context. It is by pro-

cessing these different levels of granularity that the mind

arrives at associations between interdisciplinary knowledge

elements, leading to a greater understanding of the world.

Granular computing is thus, an innate human problem

solving mechanism and consequently a significant intelli-

gent system design tool. The philosophy of granular com-

puting is rooted in the principles of grouping (Todorovic

2008; Wertheimer 1923) of Gestalt Psychology (Kofka

1935; Todorovic 2008; Wertheimer 1923)—motivating

rules of organization of micro-perceived scenes into a

complex visualization—a ‘Society of Mind’ approach to

the construction of granules of perception where the ‘whole

is other than the sum of the parts (Kofka 1935)’.

… In my theory the analysis is based on many inter-

actions between sensations and a huge network of

learned symbolic information. While ultimately those

interactions must themselves be based also on a rea-

sonable set of powerful principles, the performance

theory is separate from the theory of how the system

might originate and develop… Thinking always

begins with suggestive but imperfect plans and

images; these are progressively replaced by better—

but usually still imperfect—ideas.—(Minsky 1975).

Post, a brief literature survey of the popular existing

models of the human mind (Langley et al. 2009; Singh

2003), we chose Minsky’s ‘Society of Mind (Minsky

1986)’ and ‘Emotion Machine (Minsky 2006)’ theories as

the foundation pillars of our work, for a number of reasons.

These theories–

(a) Are implicitly built around Gestalt’s Psychology

principles, and in turn the concept of granulation, as

is evident in the undertones of the quote above, and in

their acknowledgement of Max Wertheimer’s con-

cepts in Wertheimer (1923) of ‘productive’ (intuitive,

commonsense-based) and ‘reproductive’ (learned,

deliberative, reflective, self-reflective, self-conscious)

thinking.

(b) Covers the entire spectrum of views on the

philosophy of the mind, from the ‘dogma of the

Ghost in the Machine’ of the intellectualist legends

as well as the more practical views of Ryle’s in

(1949),

(c) Inherently recognizes the ‘fast and slow thinking’

(Kahneman 2011) processes, and

(d) We were particularly challenged by the fact that

since its inception, while the ‘Society of Mind’ has

been widely used (Baars 1988; Franklin 2003;

Kokinov 1989, 1994; Majumdar and Sowa 2008;

McCauley et al. 2000; Zhang 1998), the ‘Emotion

Machine’ has seen sparse implementation initiatives

(Morgan 2010; Morgan 2013; Singh 2005).

Besides Minsky’s ideas, our work draws key inspira-

tions from natural language understanders designed over

the last four decades. Turing’s landmark paper (Turing

1950), the year 2012 being named the ‘Alan Turing Year’

and that we are yet to design a machine that wins the

‘imitation game’, despite it being six decades since the

paper—are other motivators behind our project.

Language is, at its core, a system that is both digital and

infinite. To my knowledge, there is no other biological

system with these properties…—(Chomsky 1991).

Understanding a domain is defined as the ability to

rapidly produce programs to deal with new problems

as they arise in the domain.—(Baum 2009).

A computer ‘understands’ a subset of English if it

accepts as input sentences from this subset and is

capable of answering questions based on the infor-

mation in the input.—(Bobrow 1964)

Self-consciousness, i.e. the ability to observe some of

one’s own mental processes, is essential for full

intelligence—(J. McCarthy 2008)
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A cognitive system must think, improve by learning, adapt

to the environment, and find structure—discover answers

and insights to complex questions—in massive amounts of

ambiguous, noisy real-world and domain knowledge. Such

systems possess the ability to analyze a given problem

from multiple perspectives and identify the viewpoint that

synchronizes with the context; ascertain the problem

objective, weigh multiple solution strategies and activate

scheme(s) that can transport the system nearer to its goal;

include commonsense reasoning (Lieberman et al. 2004;

McCarthy 1959; Minsky 2000; Singh et al. 2004a, b) and

improvise as well.

Thus, besides being a reason for contemplation on the

fascinating abilities of our mental faculties, such a cogni-

tive model of text comprehension could typically form the

basis of ‘cognitive’ plagiarism detectors, library catalogu-

ing systems and supports for children with reading disor-

ders. The model also forms a platform for the merger of all

the distributed research initiatives on the different aspects

of language comprehension. Kowalski (2011) observes

how human intelligence could benefit from computational

thinking.

Our research, driven by curiosity, intuition and intro-

spection, utilizes a polymath approach—drawing from

psychology, philosophy, neuroscience and computer sci-

ence—to work towards the solution. Psychology helps in

understanding human nature, social and cultural influences

on decisions, cognitive biases, etc.; Philosophy—to acquire

knowledge on theories and questions on the mind, intelli-

gence and thinking; Neuroscience—to appreciate the neural

underpinnings of the human brain—a guide towards the

abstraction of all that an artificial cognitive system needs to

achieve; and Computer science leads to modeling the var-

ious elements of cognition, identified in the other sciences,

and synthesis of requisite algorithms and architectures.

We do not claim to have excavated the answers to the

questions posed at the beginning of the article, nor of

having arrived at a complete model of text understanding

that mimics the brain, but try to present a plausible scheme

of the same. This article marks the first step of our attempts

en route to understanding and emulating the processes

leading to text comprehension in the human mind.

Our efforts meander through a top-down design pro-

cess—a journey beginning at the macrocosm, driven

towards the quark-view microcosm of ‘intelligent’ system

design—and are roughly guided by the following steps:

(a) Identification of the basic operations of the mind

during text understanding.

(b) Segregation of the operations into broad categories

(or ‘agencies’).

(c) Enumeration of the fine-grained ‘agents’ that under-

lie the agency-operations.

(d) Construction of the elements of intra-agency and

inter-agency communication and agent-activation.

(e) Designing a model architecture that supports all of

the above.

This paper focuses largely on steps (a) and (b) and

provides a rough draft of elements that lead to (e), thus

forming a blueprint in the nature of a requirements speci-

fication for our system design processes. We begin with an

outline of the pre-requisites of a self-evolving cognitive

system, followed by a list of the basic processes consti-

tuting text comprehension. This leads to discussions on the

macro-components (mind-agencies and memory con-

structs) of the framework, the working principle and syn-

thesis issues. The framework is analyzed through a dry-

simulation and is corroborated by human subjects, a study

of correspondences with the human brain and Minsky’s

model of the mind, and conceptual comparisons with

existing ‘cognitive’ ‘conscious’ architectures.

The novelty in our work lies in using Minsky’s model of

the human mind to design a framework for cognitive lan-

guage understanding. The system aims to formulate a

bespoke procedure of comprehension that best fits a

problem, learn from mistakes and improvise as well. While

existing language understanders either do not ‘reflect’ or

are not ‘self-reflective or ‘self-conscious’ or do not indicate

the possession of intuition and commonsense, our frame-

work includes each of these elements. The design is cur-

rently in its very early stages and is prone to evolution with

our recurrent knowledge gain and clarification of concepts

on the brain-processes.

The article begins with a brief introduction to the key

inspirations underlying our concepts (Sect. 2), followed by

the basics of the foundation theories (Sect. 3), a description

of the proposed concepts (Sect. 4), and an analysis of the

strengths of the framework (Sect. 5). It ends with a sum-

mary of the key ideas introduced herein and our future

work directions (Sect. 6).

2 Related work

This section begins with a tribute to (Turing 1950), wherein

the question ‘Can machines think?’ laid the foundations for

artificial intelligence and its derivatives. Our investiga-

tions, motivated by Turing’s phenomenal article, aims to

contribute to ‘thinking-machine’ research endeavors; per-

haps lead to a methodology for the measurement of MIQ

(Zadeh 1994) in terms of language comprehension.

Primarily based on Minsky’s theories on the ‘Society of

Mind’ and the ‘Emotion Machine’, our work is influenced

by and draws from pioneer research efforts on machine-
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text understanding over the last four decades. The rest of

this section chronologically introduces these projects.

Turing in (1949) describes the design of random unor-

ganized self-organized structures for the construction of

intelligent machines—built on the human model that

begins as mechanisms with no capacity to handle elaborate

operations, but through a gradual processing of interfer-

ences, develops mature handling capabilities. The pleasure-

pain system outlined here is perhaps the earliest work on

‘understanders’ built using CWW (Zadeh 1996) to quantify

and process degrees of ‘certainty’ (‘tentative’, ‘uncertain’

and ‘definite’) of pleasure and pain ‘affects’.

Bobrow (1964) describes a pioneering attempt towards

defining natural language structures to capacitate the

computer into solving algebraic problems in the form of

stories. Winston (1970) adds to the concepts in Bobrow

(1964), by concentrating on the construction of programs

that empower a computer into forming and manipulating

abstractions of a given scenario via visual-concept extrac-

tion skills.

SHRDLU in Winograd (1971), is one of the first and

finest efforts at formulating computing mechanisms that

‘understand’ and communicate in English. The system uses

syntax, semantic and deduction principles [based on Hewitt

(1970)], and context to disambiguate senses, and uses

procedures to represent knowledge. The system is thus able

to activate knowledge instances on need and emulate

comprehension though procedural forms. Charniak (1972)

is a treatise on the development of a model for story

comprehension by children. Besides focusing on the syn-

tactic and the semantic elements, the work stresses on the

incorporation of real-world knowledge, context and rele-

vance-extraction towards comprehension.

The concept of the ‘Answer-Library’—an ever-growing

performance library of procedures learnt or endogenously

constructed, and indexed by problems for which the procedure

was appropriate, in Sussman (1973), is a major inspiration in

our design. The described model, ‘Hacker’ focuses on intel-

lectual skill acquisition, within a domain of discourse; where

given a situation, the system either recalls appropriate pro-

cedures, or in the worst case, writes procedures of its own;

system performance improves with experience.

Sloman (1978) on ‘philosophical thinking and its

transformation in the light of computing’, illustrates

essential concepts on multi-perspective visualization of a

situation and the layers of reflection of the human mind

which laid down the foundations of the ‘CogAff architec-

ture (Sloman 2001)’ of the mind. These perceptions find

fine-grained extension in Minsky’s phenomenal compila-

tion on the ‘Society of Mind’ theory (Minsky 1986)—the

basic components of which are described in Sect. 3.2.1.

Minsky (1986) is the ultimate culmination of a com-

putational theory of the human mind; not only is it a

collection of theories, but also a consequential catalyst for

‘thinking’ on ‘thinking’. The notions introduced here are

extended in the ‘Emotion Machine’ concept (Minsky

2006), where the author presents a six-layered structure of

the human mind and a computational theory for ‘thinking’

and ‘emotions’. It is indeed surprising that over the last

three decades or so, since its inception, there have hardly

been any notable initiatives towards the realization of

Minsky’s theories. Some attempts are:

(a) ‘DUAL’ (Kokinov 1989, 1994) which describes the

integration of symbolic and connectionist architec-

tures to form a cohort of small-scale agents that

respond to changes in context and the environment.

In its present state, the architecture does not

incorporate the different realms of ‘thinking’ repre-

sented by the ‘critic-selector’ architecture in Minsky

(1986), (2006), Singh et al. (2004), Singh (2003),

Singh and Minsky (2003, 2004).

(b) ‘EM-ONE (Singh 2005) ’, a contemporary venture

on the development of an emotion machine. It

realizes the lower three layers of Minsky’s model of

the human mind.

(c) ‘FUNK2 (Morgan 2010)’ a programming language

focusing on the emulation of efficient ‘meta-reason-

ing and procedural reflection’. Morgan (2013)

extends the same towards the emulation of the four

lower layers of Minsky’s model.

Adding to Minsky theories is McCarthy’s work on the

emulation of commonsense reasoning (McCarthy 1959),

and machine consciousness (McCarthy 1995, 2008). These

reinforce the notions of the possession of real-world

knowledge and consciousness as pre-requisites of an

‘intelligent’ system.

CMATTIE (McCauley et al. 2000; Zhang 1998), IDA

(Baars 1988; Franklin 2003) and LIDA (Franklin and

Patterson 2006; Snaider 2011) are some very recent pursuits

towards the design of ‘conscious’ software agents that

emote, reflect and learn and serve as frameworks for Arti-

ficial General Intelligence. These are based on the theories

of the ‘Society of Mind’ and ‘blackboard architecture’

inspired global workspace (Baars 1988, 1997, 2002) theory.

Principles of ‘blackboard architecture (Erman et al.

1980)’ have largely influenced our model. This architecture

is guided by the rigors of opportunist scheduling across a

number of software specialist agents that ‘brainstorm’ over

solutions to a problem. A ‘blackboard’ serves as a shared

repository of agent-contributions towards problem-solving.

Hayes-Roth (1985) describes the use of the architecture for

the emulation of cognitive reflection. The advantages and

disadvantages of the architecture are succinctly described

in Hunt (2002). Our framework uses blackboard-type

structures not only to list agency-suggestions but also as a
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mechanism for the system to ‘reflect’ upon errors and

‘learn’ from them.

In Baum (2009) we find a conceptualization of the

synthesis of flexible self-assembling programs, an ‘Artifi-

cial Genie’, that understands. The phenomenon of ‘under-

standing’ is to be brought about through agents or modules

called by context-dependent causal domain simulation

positions—such that the computations are meaningful in

the real-world. The system is to include processes that

mimic adaptation and consequent survival in a competitive

environment; concise modules and code-scaffolds are to

enhance the speed of execution.

As a last note, a mention of two present-day successful

natural language understanders would help clarify the

purpose of our research. Both MontyLingua (Liu 2004) and

the DeepQA architecture (Ferrucci et al. 2010) [underlying

Watson—the winner of Jeopardy! 2011] have displayed

unparalleled success towards capacitating a machine to

comprehend language; the former is robust, does not

require training and is enriched in commonsense (Havasi

2007; Lieberman et al. 2004; Singh et al. 2004), while the

latter, though lacking in commonsense, works in real-time

and can compete with human beings. However, neither

endorse ‘thinking’ or ‘reflecting’ (Grosz 2012; Liu 2004),

and are thus far from being truly intelligent as was envi-

sioned in Turing (1950). ‘Thinking’ across all the mind-

layers in Minsky (2006) for language understanding is

precisely what we wish to address.

With this brief description of the influences, the article

now moves on to a discussion of the theories underlying

the proposed computational mind-agency architecture.

3 Theory

This section begins with an overview of the brain activities

underpinning language processing. This serves as our

design guide—indicating all the processes that an artificial

system requires to accomplish, if not imitate. This is fol-

lowed by a discussion of the highlights of Minsky’s

theories.

3.1 Brain functions in language processing

When reading, the brain executes a deft series of

intricate eye movements that scan and fixate within

words to extract a series of lines and edge combina-

tions (letters) forming intricate spatiotemporal pat-

terns. These patterns serve as keys to unlock a tome

of linguistic knowledge, bathing the brain in the

sights, sounds, smells, and physicality of the words’

meaning. It is astounding that this complex

functionality is mediated by a small network of

tightly connected, but spatially distant, brain areas.

This gives hope that distinct brain functions may be

supported by signature subnetworks throughout the

brain that facilitate information flow, integration, and

cooperation across functionally differentiated, dis-

tributed centers.—(Modha et al. 2011).

Reading is a cerebral activity concerned with the abstract—

thoughts, ideas, tones, themes and metaphors. The human

brain does not possess neural circuits dedicated to reading

(Wolf 2007), but forms these circuits by weaving together

different regions of neural tissue devoted to other abilities,

like object recognition, spoken language, motor coordina-

tion and vision.

Studies (Price 2000; Ramachandran and Blakeslee

1999) have shown that the cerebral cortex is the primary

language processing center. The cerebral cortex, responsi-

ble for unsupervised learning, directs the brain’s higher

cognitive and emotional functions. It is divided into two

almost symmetrical halves—the cerebral hemispheres—

each made up of four lobes—and connected by the corpus

callosum. The parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes—all

located in the posterior part of the cortex—organize sen-

sory information into a coherent perceptual model of our

environment centered on our body image; the frontal lobe

is involved in planning actions and movement and abstract

thought. The association areas within these lobes integrate

multi-modal sensory information and relate it to past

experiences, after which the brain makes a decision and

sends nerve impulses to the motor areas to respond. These

areas work in sync to produce all forms of conscious

experience including perception, emotion, thought and

planning, as well as unconscious cognitive and emotional

processes. Table 1 summarizes the language processing

functions of the lobes, and Table 2 highlights the memory

categories of the brain.

Besides the cerebral cortex, the cerebellum (Eccles et al.

1967) plays a role in the formation of procedural memories

brought on by supervised learning. Turing (1949), refers to

the cortex as an unorganized machine and the human brain

to be uncannily similar to a universal machine, but with far

greater capacities.

We do not aim to design components that mimic the

neural activities of the brain areas, but rather to emulate

the functions of these areas to form granules of

comprehension—networks of hypergraphs of coherent

associations across interdisciplinary knowledge ele-

ments. The above tables serve as requirements specifi-

cations—akin an SRS document—for our system design

processes.

Neuromorphic processors (Mead 1990) are being

prominently investigated under the ‘Brains in Silicon’ and
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‘SyNapse (Modha et al. 2011)’ projects. These initiatives

focus on the emulation of the brain’s neural activities,

computing efficiency, size and power usage, whereas, we

wish to simulate the mind—the control mechanisms that

spike the neurons in the processors; linking cognition to

cellular mechanisms.

3.2 Minsky’s theories

3.2.1 Fundamentals of the ‘Society of Mind’ theory

One could say but little about ‘mental states’, if one

imagined the Mind to be a single, unitary thing. But,

Table 1 The lobes in the cerebral cortex of the human brain and their language processing mechanisms

Lobe Lobe functions Functions typical to text/language comprehension

Occipital Processes visual information and passes its conclusions to the

parietal and temporal lobes

Integrates visual information, giving meaning to what is seen by

relating the current stimulus to past experiences and knowledge

Frontal Assists in motor control and complex cognitive processes like

attention, reasoning, judgment, decision making, problem

solving, learning, reasoning and strategic thinking, social

behavior and relating the present to the future. Forms the

working-memory and the prospective memory (Winograd

1988)

Broca’s area—resolution of syntax and morphology

Defines the ‘self’

Parietal Assists in processing multimodal sensory information, spatial

interpretation, attention, and language comprehension

Angular gyrus—language and number processing, spatial

cognition, memory retrieval, attention mediation and

understanding metaphors (Ramachandran and Hubbard 2001,

2003)

Temporal Assists in auditory perception, language comprehension and

visual recognition, storing new memories—facts (semantic),

events (episodic), autobiographical memory (Conway and

Pleydell-Pearce 2000), and recognition

(familiarity ? recollection) memory (Rugg and Yonelinas

2003)

Wernicke’s area—resolution of semantics and word meanings

Amygdala—affective processing and memory consolidation

(refer to McGaugh (2004) for affective influences on memory)

Hippocampus—storage and consolidation of memories from the

short-term to the long-term semantic (factual) and episodic

(event) memory, and spatial navigation

Basal ganglia—reinforcement learning, procedural memory,

priming and automatic behaviors or habits, eye movements

(Hikosaka et al. 2000) and cognition (Stocco et al. 2010)

Table 2 Categories of human memories

Memory Description

Working Deals with temporary representations of information about the task that the organism is currently engaged in

Episodic Remembers details of specific events; predominantly contextual; these memories can last a life time; underlies the emotions

and personal associations with the event

Semantic Learns facts and relationships between facts; predominantly non-contextual; the basis of abstractions of the real world through

cross-factual associations

Declarative Made up of memories consciously or explicitly stored and recalled; is constituted by episodic and semantic memories.

Procedural Made up of memories pertaining to implicit learning leading to automatic behaviors; are unconsciously recalled

Long-term Encodes information semantically (Baddeley 1966); comprises of declarative and procedural memory elements

Short-term Encodes information acoustically (Baddeley 1966); memories recalled for duration of the order of seconds without repetition

(rehearsal); does not encompass manipulation or organization of memories—as is for the working-memory

Sensory Memories of sensory stimulus to the sensory perceptors, after the stimulus has ceased; is of the order of milliseconds

Visual Explicit memories pertaining to visual experiences

Olfactory Explicit memories pertaining to olfactory experiences

Haptic Explicit memories pertaining to tactile or haptic experiences

Taste Explicit memories pertaining to experiences of taste

Auditory Explicit memories pertaining to auditory experiences

Autobiographic A subset of the episodic memory; deals exclusively with personal experiences

Retrospective The action of remembering content of the past

Prospective The action of ‘remembering to remember’; memories activated in the future based on time or event cues
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if we envision a mind (or brain) as composed of many

partial autonomous ‘agents’—a ‘Society’ of smaller

mind—then we can interpret ‘mental state’ and

‘partial mental state’ in terms of subsets of the states

of the parts of the mind. To develop this idea, we will

imagine first that this Mental Society works much

like any human administrative organization. On the

largest scale are gross ‘Divisions’ that specialize in

such areas as sensory processing, language, long

range planning and so forth. Within each Division are

multitudes of subspecialists—call them ‘agents’ that

embody smaller elements of an individual’s knowl-

edge, skills and methods. No single one of these

agents knows very much by itself, but recognizes

certain configurations of a few associates and

responds by altering its states.—(Minsky 1986).

A modular, hierarchical theory; the principal constituents

of the ‘Society of Mind’ that apply to the constructs

discussed herein, are:

Agents An agent represents the building blocks of a

computational mind; a component of a cognitive process

that is simple enough to ‘understand’. An agent is a

generalized complex granule (Jankowski 2013) with

inbuilt control mechanisms.

Agency Societies of agents that in totality perform

functions more complex than any single agent.

K-lines An agent with the purpose of turning on a

particular set of agents. Nemes and nomes are two

general classes of k-lines—analogous to the data and

control lines in system architecture, respectively.

Nemes Agents responsible for the representation of an

idea (context) or a state of the mind. Examples of nemes

are–

Polynemes Stimulate partial states within multiple

agencies—as a result of learning from experience—

where each agency focuses on the representation of a

particular aspect of a thing and thereby connecting the

same thing to a number of ideas;

Micronemes Bestow ‘global’ contextual signals to

agencies all across the brain and handle subtle

elements—those which cannot be crisply defined or

lack specific terminology—of situations.

Nomes Agents that control the manipulation of repre-

sentations and effect agencies in a predetermined

manner. Examples of nomes are–

Isonomes Trigger the same uniform cognitive opera-

tion across a multitude of agencies, implying the

application of the same idea across a number of many

things at once;

Pronomes Control the attachment of terminals to

frames and are typically associated with the short-

term memory representation of a particular role (e.g.

actor, cause, trajectory) of an element;

Paranomes Operate on agencies across multiple

mental realms simultaneously with identical effects

across all of them.

Frames Form of knowledge representation associated

with representation of an event and all its associated

properties and components through frame-slots.

Difference-engines Problem solvers based on the iden-

tification of the dissimilarities between the current state

of the mind and some goal state.

Censors Restrain mental activity that precedes unpro-

ductive or dangerous actions.

Suppressors Suppress unproductive or dangerous actions.

Protospecialists Highly evolved agencies that yield

initial behavioral solutions to basic problems like

locomotion, defense mechanisms etc. These develop

with time. This concept acknowledges Noam Chomsky’s

views on language skills being ‘hardwired’ in children

(Chomsky 1959).

Types of Learning

Accumulating Remember every experience as a separate

case.

Unframing Find a general description for multiple

examples.

Transframing Form an analogy or mapping between two

representations.

Reformulation Find new schemes of representing exist-

ing knowledge.

Predestined learning Learning that develops under suffi-

cient internal and external constraints such that the goal is

assured, like learning a language or learning to walk.

Learning from attachment figures Learning how and

when to adopt a particular goal and prioritize it, based on

reinforcement of knowledge by ‘attachment figures’—

people who have an impact on our minds. E.g., ‘praise’

and ‘censure’ from parents and teachers contribute

significantly to goal learning.

3.2.2 ‘Frames’ to represent knowledge

A ‘frame (Minsky 1975)’ is a data structure for repre-

senting typecast situations or events. It depicts a unit of

information selected from memory, when one needs to

store facts about a new encounter or if an existing per-

spective undergoes a major upheaval. It thus, reflects the
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subjective time-sensitive view of a situation. Frames con-

tain various types of information—specific data cues on a

situation, information about how to use a frame, what

(might) happens next, actions that may be taken if the

expectations are not confirmed, etc.

These constructs form hierarchical connected graphs of

nodes and relations, where ‘top-level’ frames carry a fixed

abstraction of the situation, while the ‘lower-level’ frames

have terminal slots (which again are smaller frames or

‘sub-frames’) to carry specific data instances. The data

entry into the terminals is guided by assignment conditions

like ‘name of a person’, ‘pointer to another sub-frame’,

‘relation to another sub-frame’, etc. Collections of related

frames form frame-systems, where effects of important

actions are mirrored by transformations across frames in a

system and each frame might represent a different per-

spective of the current situation.

A frame-system is activated by an information retrieval

network that detects frames as situation-representatives and

correspondingly initiates matching algorithms to assign

values to the frame’s terminals, consistent with the context-

sensitive assignment-conditions, system expectations or

surprises and the envisioned system goal.

In language, syntactic structural rules and semantics

direct the selection and assembly of transient sentence

frames. These frames are predictably complex structures—

requiring the appropriate encoding of textual temporal and

spatial elements to allow causal frame transformations. The

basic frame-types for representation of linguistic entities

are as follows, and understandably, these denote different

levels of comprehension-granularity:

Surface syntactic frames For verb and noun structures,

prepositional and word-order indicator conventions.

Surface semantic frames For action-centered meanings

of words, qualifiers and relations involving participants,

instruments, trajectories and strategies, goals, conse-

quences and side-effects.

Thematic frames For scenarios concerned with topics,

activities, portraits, setting, outstanding problems and

strategies commonly connected with a topic.

Narrative frames For skeleton forms for typical stories,

explanations, and arguments, conventions about foci,

protagonists, plot forms, development, etc.; designed to

help a reader or a listener construct a new, instantiated

thematic frame in the mind.

Intuitively, every word (x) in the human lexicon exists in

the memory in all the three forms of the frame-topology,

i.e., frames, terminals and slots. The nature of activation of

facts associated with x in the memory depends on x’s role

in the context being processed. For example, in the sen-

tence, ‘Jane loves spring’—the word ‘spring’ leads to the

activation of a frame of the same name; while in the

sentence, ‘Jane is an all-season person’—the word ‘spring’

crops up in the memory in its capacity as a terminal or a

slot.

3.2.3 Thinking

A model of language-understanding cannot be ‘cognitive’

if it does not ‘think’. ‘Thinking’ stands for a complex

phenomenon entailing the analysis of a given situation

across a number of causal perspectives, consideration of

valid propositions and solution prescriptions, and to apply

or improvise upon them towards the appropriate solution.

This involves processes of recall, manipulation and orga-

nization of a vast repertoire of real-world and domain

knowledge, and far richer automated reasoning processes

than those known in AI, i.e., a meta-theory of reasoning.

Human ‘thinking’ operates across a diverse array of mental

realms (Singh and Minsky 2003, 2004), some of which

are–

Physical Where object behavior is predicted;

Social Dealing with inter-personal relationships; and,

Mental Reflections upon mistakes, failures and

successes.

In Minsky (2006), ‘thinking’ is envisioned in terms of

‘critic-selector’ (Singh et al. 2004; Singh 2003; Singh and

Minsky 2003, 2004) model of the human mind—a repre-

sentation of ‘reflective thinking’. The keynote of this model

is, given a problem, instead of applying a particular gen-

eral-purpose method for inference or action, the system

analyzes (‘criticizes’) its knowledge of AI techniques to

choose (‘select’) the one that is best suited to the problem

(analogous to the causal-diversity matrix in Minsky (1992).

In other words, the system ‘thinks’ briefly on how it should

‘think’ about the given problem, and then ‘thinks’ about it

as per the chosen method.

The six-layered architecture in Fig. 1 depicts his model

of the human mind. Each of the layers incorporates ‘critics’

that assess the situation in the external world as well as the

internal system states and activate ‘selectors’ that accord-

ingly initiate ‘thinking’ on the interpretation strategies. The

lower levels of the model handle and represent ‘instinctive

reactions’ to the external world, while the higher levels

control the reactions of the lower levels in accordance with

the system’s model of itself. These layers symbolize multi-

realm ‘thinking’. Figure 2, is a pictorial representation of

the functioning of the critics and the selectors across the

lower three layers of the mind-model.

The basic functions of the layers in the model have been

defined as follows (Minsky 2006; Singh and Minsky 2004):

An average human being is born with instincts that aid

survival—an implicit database of ‘if situation and goal,

then do action’ reaction-rules like: ‘if there is a seat and
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you are tired sit’. Such rules are often instrumental in

predicting outcomes to situations. E.g. I am far from

something I want ? Move towards it; I feel scare-

d ? Run away.

Learned reactions Life teaches one that certain conditions

need specific ways of being handled, thereby creating a

‘learned reactions’ database of \problem_descriptors,

action, result, reason[ tuples ranked in the decreasing

order of reinforcement; greater the reinforcement, higher

is the probability of the action being recalled. E.g I am far

from something I want immediately ? Run towards it; I

feel scared ? Run quickly to a safe place.

Deliberative thinking Consideration of several alterna-

tive solution approaches, and choosing the best; using

logic and commonsense reasoning to select solution

paths. E.g Action A did not quite achieve my

goal ? Try harder, or try to find out why; Action A

worked but had bad side effects ? Try some variant of

that action; Achieving goal X made goal Y hard-

er ? Try them in the opposite order.

Reflective thinking Introspection over the mental activ-

ities that went into arriving at the decision, rank

inference methods, representation selection, etc. E.g.:

The search has become too extensive ? Find methods

that yield fewer alternatives; Overlooked some critical

feature ? Revise the problem description; Cannot

decide which strategy to use ? Formulate this as a

new problem.

Self-reflective thinking Reflection on oneself as a

‘thinker’. While the reflective layer considers only

recent thoughts that went into some decision-making,

the self-reflective layer focuses on the entity that

‘thought’. E.g I missed an opportunity by not acting

quickly enough ? Set up a mental alarm that warns me

whenever I am about to do that; I can never get this

exactly right ? Spend more time practicing that skill.

Self-conscious emotion Verification of accordance of

decisions with ideals, include self-appraisal by compar-

ing one’s abilities with others. E.g I think I am good at

this task ? Can I do it as well as the best people I

know?; My mentor would not have made this mis-

take ? What would he have done in this situation?;

How is it that other people can solve this prob-

lem? ? Find someone good at this problem and spend

time with them.

Following the definitions of the different levels of

‘thinking’ undertaken by the layers of the mind, the ‘crit-

ics’ and the ‘selectors’ in these layers require to lead to the

following operations—with respect to text comprehension:

Instinctive or inborn reactions ‘Looking at text’—accept

text inputs.

Learned reactions Assign meaning to the elements

seen—alphabets, digits, special symbols, white-spaces,

punctuation; agglomeration of symbols into words,

numbers, codes, phrases, clauses, sentences; syntax and

semantic analysis of the text extracted; literature cate-

gorization into prose, poem, etc.; genre resolution.

Deliberative thinking Disambiguation of word-mean-

ings, sentence-meanings, genres; rhetoric and prosodic

analysis; analyze relevance and coherence of flow of

concepts across text; consolidate individual text-ele-

ments into concepts; visualize scenes.

Reflective thinking Reason and optimize deliberative

thinking processes; generate curiosity (questions in the

computational mind) and activate schemes to gratify the

same; build cross-text and cross-contextual associations.

Fig. 1 The six-layered model of the mind (Minsky 2006)

Fig. 2 A ‘critic-selector’ model of thinking. The small circles

represent agents and other resources specific to that way-to-think,

spanning the many levels of the architecture (Singh and Minsky 2003)
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Self-reflective thinking Evaluate interest and compre-

hension progression through text; overcome cognitive

biases and reform concepts; text section identification—

introduction, rising action, climax, denouement and

conclusion; regulate eye-tracking (re-read sections,

monitor reading speed).

Self-conscious emotion Attachment of emotions or levels

of interest and perceptions to the entire text; to what

extent does the text come-up to the reader’s expectations

and ideals—is it taboo, inspirational, fun, tragic, unput-

downable, etc.; will the reader recommend it to anyone;

will the reader read it again; how does the current

reading affect the reader—did the reader gain new

knowledge, which concepts were clarified.

Clearly, the functions of the layers overlap (e.g. most

functions under learned reactions, like assignment of

symbol meaning arising out of commonsense or instinc-

tively post learning-reinforcement over a sufficiently long

time-frame; deliberative, reflective, self-reflective and self-

conscious thinking are concurrent co-operative processes)

and information percolates in the bottom-up as well as the

top-down directions. The information that is transferred to

the higher layers relies on the extracted text-sample while

that from the higher layers is conceptual and relates to the

reader’s sensibilities—acquired through learning, experi-

ence and commonsense reasoning.

The layers involved in the generation and manipulations

of the frames are in the following order:

Surface syntactic frames Instinctive, learned and delib-

erative thinking.

Surface semantic frames Instinctive, learned, delibera-

tive and reflective thinking.

Thematic frames Deliberative, reflective and self-reflec-

tive thinking, and self-conscious emotion.

Narrative frames Deliberative, reflective and self-reflec-

tive thinking, and self-conscious emotion.

Hereon, the article proceeds towards an elucidation of the

proposed concept—an illustration of the design require-

ments of an intelligent system, followed by an outline of the

basic processes of text comprehension which leads to the

enumeration of the components of the framework, its

working principle and issues particular to its realization.

4 The proposed framework—design and synthesis

of a computational mind

This section is dedicated to a description of the intended

agency-architecture for machine understanding, focusing

particularly on the phenomenon of text comprehension.

The description begins with a brief study on the essentials

of a self-evolving computational system, and an abstraction

of the tasks that the mind performs during language com-

prehension, thus laying the foundations of our design

initiatives.

The study leads to the explication of the conceptual

framework of the computational mind-agency architec-

ture—an elucidation on the mind-agencies (functions and

interactivity) and memory constructs, and related synthesis

issues.

4.1 Designing a self-evolving computational system

You end up with a tremendous respect for a human

being if you’re a roboticist—Joseph Engelberger,

1985

The human mind is a continuously evolving computational

system that acquires, builds, stores and manipulates

symbols; an infinite (countably infinite?) state machine to

be precise. Thus, the emulation of the mind towards the

construction of a ‘thinking-machine’ calls for the reduction

of an infinite-state machine to a finite-state one. A ‘very

hard’ problem undoubtedly, but nonetheless an opportunity

for scientific analysis of the questions asked by mind-

philosophers, introspection and observation on the mind-

processes, and defining heuristics towards its emulation.

Drawing from the concepts in Backus (1978), Erman

et al. (1980), Harrison and Minsky (1992), Sloman (1984)

the design prerogatives of a naturally evolving computing

system, akin to the human brain, can be summarized into

the following points:

(a) Possess a finite alphabet set—primitive language

elements which can be modeled into complex com-

ponents like words etc.

(b) Have a substantial, yet finite, memory unit that can

store a large number of independently variable

symbols. The symbols assume values from elements

in the alphabet set, and the cardinality of valid

symbols and that of the alphabet set dictate the

number of states that the system can be in.

(a) Values of the symbols may represent data or

instructions.

(b) These values can be generated, stored, searched

for, manipulated upon and deleted, implying

that the system includes a large and adaptive

repository of information or knowledge.

(c) Knowledge includes intuition and common-

sense as well as run-time concepts (partial,

complete, correct and incorrect) generated in

the process ‘understanding’ the real-world.

(d) Mechanisms to handle knowledge include

strategies to associate between cross-domain

knowledge (Bush 1945), divide knowledge
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into context-sensitive units and to use them

selectively and efficiently. Choices for these

design issues need to exploit sources of

structure and constraints intrinsic to the prob-

lem domain.

(e) Symbols interpreted as instructions should con-

trol the internal and the external behavior of the

system, generate behavior, exhibit self-control

as well as be self-modifying. Some of these

instructions are to be conditional—typically

underpinning adaptable and intelligent behavior,

and learning based on environmental influences

and feedback (positive and negative).

(f) Some of the symbols may represent the

information flowing into the system through

sensors and other input devices, and can be

used by conditional instructions. The system

can thus treat its symbols as representatives of

beliefs about the world.

(g) Besides primitive symbolic instructions which

directly cause processes to occur, the use of

symbols with meaning allows instructions,

like assertions, to refer to an external world

and be goal-directed.

(c) An adaptive system requires being reflective

(Maes 1987) or history-sensitive (Backus

1978) and self-conscious (McCarthy 2008),

i.e., incorporate structures representing

(aspects of) itself, allowing the system to

question its own actions, answer and improve

towards robustness and fault-tolerance. These

include maintaining performance statistics for

debugging (Ashby 1952), stepping and tracing

facilities, interfacing with the external world,

computation about future computations (or

reasoning about control), self-optimisation,

self-modification and self-activation.

(d) Require structures that represent the proper-

ties of the environment—complexity, variety,

unpredictability and degrees of familiarity.

This further imposes constraints on the types

of perceptual systems required, kinds of belief

representations, planning and executing

mechanisms, learning mechanisms, etc.

(e) Emulate neurogenesis (Chugani et al. 2001) by

being part of a social system—be able to

acquire new forms of knowledge (e.g. new

concepts, new languages and language skills)

and be capable of adapting to various kinds of

changes, modify some of their rules of behavior

to cope with changing social needs, draw

lessons from situations, differentiate between

right and wrong (following established social

norms), act unselfishly, recognize emotions

and mood variances and react accordingly,

identify levels of social hierarchy, etc.

(f) The need to cope with a relatively large

number of changing goals, principles, ideals,

preferences, likes, dislikes—not all mutually

commensurable or simultaneously compli-

able. This implies a need for motive-compar-

ators [‘critics and selectors’ (Minsky 2006;

Singh 2003; Singh and Minsky 2003)] and

strategies for deciding between incommensu-

rable alternatives, decisions based on long-

term or short term objectives, and the ability

to ignore or suppress some motives or needs

in the light of others and form new goals.

(g) The system must be comparable or even

faster than average human processing (Baars

1988)—conscious processing (of the order of

100 ms) and unconscious processing (at the

speed of neural firing which is 40–1,000 times

per second).

4.2 Basic text comprehension operations and the layers

of thinking

Assuming the different units of language like words,

phrases and sentences are extracted, and that the text being

processed is devoid of non-alphabetic elements (pictures

and diagrams); comprehension involves a complex pleth-

ora of conscious and omniscient unconscious cognitive

processes that ideally lead to the following mind-activities:

Prediction Envisage a future action—involving causally

relating the present to past experiences and judging

expectations on the basis of intuition, commonsense,

reinforced learning and reflection.

Visualization Conjure mind-images [real or intentional

(Husserl 1970)] of text components (people, places,

events).

Connection Build factual or conceptual associations

between: (a) frames recalled and those created for the

current text processing event, and (b) existing real-world

or domain knowledge and new information.

Question and clarification Reason (reflect upon), test the

strength, completeness, correctness and relevance of

constructed knowledge associations, leading to re-orga-

nization or rectification of the associations.

Evaluation Test the coherence between the perception

granules, measure relevance of each and prune the
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insignificant; attach notions of subjectivity or ‘self

consciousness’ (emotions, degrees of interest, summa-

rize, biases, etc.) to the text as a whole as well as the

constituent components.

Intuitively,

(a) Prediction and visualization involves all but the

topmost two layers of thinking; connection—the four

lower layers; question and clarification—the

learned, deliberative and reflective thinking layers;

and evaluation involves the topmost three layers.

(b) Reading and subsequent compression iterates (Ariely

2008) through the above stages—working incremen-

tally on micro-granules of information to form

coherent networks of information and a macro-

granule summary of the text being ‘read’.

The processes that underlie the above complex functions

can be roughly outlined, in no specific order, as:

Symbol-extraction and symbol-interpretation Differenti-

ation between foreground and background elements of

the text-sample page, adjudge symbol boundaries,

resolve ambiguities and stray markings; identification

of the symbols as digits, alphabets, special characters,

etc.

Symbol-granulation Group symbols into language gran-

ules—words, numbers, phrases, clauses, sentences, etc.

Syntax-resolution Identification of the syntactic nature

(part of speech) of the symbol-granules.

Semantic-resolution Context-sensitive interpretation of

the syntactic elements (words in general); involves

intuitive and commonsense reasoning, deliberation and

reflection over interpretations; support ‘on the fly’

interpretations of unfamiliar words and phrases from

surrounding text and the genre. These further involve—

Anaphora/cataphora-resolution Resolution of the

dependencies between explicitly and implicitly stated

object-pronoun and person-pronoun elements.

Spatio-temporal_sense-resolution Resolution of the

temporal and spatial meanings of prepositional words

or phrases.

Context-resolution Identification of the discourse-

context and the text-genre.

Sense-resolution Identification of the correct context-

sensitive meaning of homonymous words or phrases;

resolution of the figure of speech of text elements.

Relevance-evaluation Identification of the importance of

the words/phrases extracted and ‘understood’; pruning

away insignificant or un-required frame-elements; leads

to summarization.

Affect-evaluation Monitor the progression of interest and

affects across the text; identification of text sections—

introduction, rising action, climax, denouement and

conclusion; assign affects to characters and sections.

Comprehension-evaluation Evaluation of the correct-

ness, completeness and strength of comprehension;

initiation of ‘re-reading sections’ or modulation of

reading speed according to the degree of comprehension

and interest.

Frame-generation/retrieval/manipulation Creation,

recall and operate upon frames and frame-systems to

form concept granules (Jankowski 2013) across different

level of granularity (syntax, semantic, narrative,

thematic).

Encoding/decoding Translation of frames and frame-

systems into suitably compressed, indexed and custom-

ized (flavored by parameters of ‘self-consciousness’)

knowledge components, and vice versa; seamless inte-

gration of data-types (visual, audio, auditory, etc.)

representing the same memory.

Memory-handling Short-term sensory information han-

dling for symbol extraction/interpretation/granulation;

declarative or procedural experience retrieval; activation

of sensory experiences to effect affectual responses;

short-term to long-term information consolidation;

working-memory handling—monitor working sets of

frames.

Error-handling Disambiguation of incorrect, unexpected

or incomplete symbols or syntactic elements; suppress

incorrectly activated word senses and contexts, conse-

quently activate the correct senses, and propagate

rectifications across currently active frames to update

comprehension; update incorrect instances of existing

knowledge and associated affects; overcome errors due

to cognitive biases (Ariely 2008; Banaji and Greenwald

2013).

Instinctively:

(a) These processes are complex, mostly concurrent, and

co-operative, as has been hypothetically envisioned

in Sect. 4.3.3 and depicted in Fig. 8.

(b) Text comprehension ideally follows an ‘iterative-

incremental development (Ariely 2008)’ execution

scheme through the above processes (Fig. 3 is an

abstraction of the scheme—the components of the

computations mind-agency framework are eluci-

dated in Sect. 4.3).

(c) The ‘meaning’ of a word or a phrase implies the

manner in which the sense of the language unit is

encoded in the mind. These encodings could be in

the form of precise codes in the native language of

the system or as metaphors, synonyms or associa-

tions with other words. A single word or phrase may

have multiple sensory (visual, auditory, etc.) impli-

cations (as shown in Table 2) as well.
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(d) Symbol-extraction/interpretation involves the two

bottom layers of thinking; symbol-granulation—the

learned reactions layer; the remaining processes

engage all the layers of thinking.

(e) Frame-generation/retrieval/manipulation, encoding/

decoding, memory-handling, error-handling are pro-

cesses that support each of those preceding them in the

above list.

(f) The functions straddle multiple layers of thinking

and require bi-directional information percolation.

The information that is transferred to the higher

layers relies on the extracted text-sample while that

from the higher layers is conceptual and relates to

the reader’s sensibilities acquired through learning,

experience and commonsense reasoning.

(g) These processes not only apply to text comprehen-

sion, but also to understanding in general—where

instead of text, the computational mind processes

simultaneous multi-modal sensory inputs from the

environment it is in.

(h) This list cannot be an exhaustive enumeration of the

broad mechanisms leading to comprehension, and

we strive to add to it as we recurrently enrich

ourselves with the knowledge of the way the brain

‘understands’ the real world.

4.3 The computational mind-agency framework

for text comprehension

Our brain is not a hierarchical control system. It’s

more like anarchy with some elements of democ-

racy.—(Dennett 2013)

This section focuses on the description of the macrocosmic

elements of the computational mind-architecture—the

mind-agencies, long-term memory databases of knowledge

and the working-memory constructs; followed by an

elucidation of the working principle of the framework

and implementation issues. Elaborations on agent-struc-

tures and algorithms, and detailed memory data structure

formats, though are out of the scope of this article, are our

future research pursuits.

A computational mind is typically able to co-operatively

process concurrent multi-modal sensory inputs harmoni-

ously with existing knowledge about the real-world and the

problem domain. Accordingly, each of the agencies enu-

merated here have multiple functions towards the realiza-

tion of mind-processes. Our focus, however, being entirely

on the text understanding processes of the mind, the

framework components have only their roles towards text

comprehension elucidated here.

4.3.1 Components of the framework

We have categorized the mind-agencies into super-agen-

cies, each of which denote a complex cognitive function-

ality like ‘reasoning’ or ‘processing’, and sub-agencies. A

super-agency comprises of a cluster of sub-agencies, each

of which realize an operation that lead to the super-agency

functionality. The sub-agencies are again built of agents,

where an agent represents an atomic process underlying a

sub-agency operation. Figure 4 is a pictorial representation

of the mind-agency framework.

The super-agencies and constituent sub-agencies of text-

comprehension in a computational mind are:

Fig. 3 An abstraction of the

iterative-incremental-

developmental strategy of

comprehension. (Vision and

Deducer are components of the

mind-agency framework and

imply the ‘eyes’ and the ‘brain’

of the system, respectively.

Section 4.3 describes these

components in detail)
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(a) Sensory_gateway (SG) At any instant, SG serves as

the receiver of sensory information, whereupon

depending on the nature of the sensory-input,

dedicated ‘sensory’ sub-agencies [Vision (V), Audi-

tion (A), Olfaction (O), Tactile (Tc), Taste (Ta),

Balance (B) (Robinson and Aronica 2013),

Temperature (Te) (Robinson and Aronica 2013),

Pain (P) (Robinson and Aronica 2013) and Kines-

thetic (K) (Robinson and Aronica 2013)] activate

other framework components for further processing.

SG transports system results to the external world as

well.

Fig. 4 The computational

mind-agency framework for text

comprehension, and

understanding in general
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Sub-agencies like A, O and Te continually receive

stimuli from the environment and process these

unconsciously; Tc and K are activated in the

‘turning pages’, ‘scrolling over text’ activities.

However, none of these contribute significantly to

the ‘text comprehension’ phenomenon and have thus

not been elaborated upon. Our concern, here, being

the synthesis of a computational mind towards text

comprehension, the functions of the Vision sub-

agency is where our interest lies.

(1) Vision (V) The ‘eyes’ of the system—leads to

textual symbol-extraction, symbol-interpreta-

tion and symbol-granulation.

(b) Deducer (De) The ‘brain’ of the system; is respon-

sible for all the text processing and comprehension

activities. It receives outputs (data) of SG to

formulate units (frames) of comprehension—utiliz-

ing syntax and semantic analysis mechanisms,

relevance-evaluation, affect-evaluation, comprehen-

sion-evaluation and error-handling processes; sends

out instructions (activation, re-evaluation, error sig-

nals, inhibition) to the other super-agencies as well.

The sub-agencies of interest are:

(a) Syntax (Sy) Is responsible for syntax-resolu-

tion of the text-unit being processed and

consequent generation and manipulation of

surface syntactic frames.

(b) Semantic (Se) Is responsible for the identifi-

cation of the literature category and text-

genre, semantic-resolution of the text unit

being processed in the light of the genre-

context, and generation and updating of sur-

face semantic, narrative and thematic frames.

(c) Self (Sf) Is responsible for seasoning all com-

prehension granules with values that define the

system personality, i.e., introducing subjectiv-

ity (immune from cognitive biases) into text

processing; multiple mental-realm activations.

(d) Recall (Re) Is responsible for thin-slicing a

problem into sub-problems, mapping prob-

lems to memories and retrieving the same

from long-term memory for processing in the

current context.

(e) Creative (Cr) Is responsible for projecting and

suggesting solutions for problems with no

prior experience; the hub of reflection, imag-

ination, creativity and system IQ.

(f) Summary (Su) Is responsible for analyzing the

distance between the current state of the

system and the projected goal through rele-

vance, affect and comprehension progression

evaluation; can activate or inhibit agencies

(under De and SG) based on summary results;

consolidation of memories, both current and

past.

(c) Manager (M) The global administrator or ‘heart’ of

the system; it runs in the background and is

responsible for the activation and execution of

‘involuntary’ functions (system-time management,

memory handling, process synchronization, K-line

management, frame encoding/decoding, job sched-

uling, etc.) that support the functioning of all the

other agencies; continual self-evaluation of system

processes and subsequent updating towards improved

(cost effective and robust) system performance.

The sub-agencies under M have not been elucidated as

the functions thereof are typical system operations unpar-

ticular to text comprehension.

The databases—long-term memory stores of knowledge,

that support the functioning of the agencies, can be enu-

merated as follows:

(a) Lexicon (L) The vocabulary of the system; a resource

of language units—words, phrases, idioms—and

their meanings encoded in machine ‘understandable’

form; includes meanings of words ‘learnt on the fly’

and jargon; the meanings may be encoded into

precise statements as well as exist in a number of

data types (sounds, images, metaphors)—indicating

the different ways the machine ‘understands’ or

‘remembers’ an element.

(b) Answer-library (AL) A resource of \solution_strat-

egy, result, reasons[ for a given \context_param-

eters, problem[ query.

(c) Concept-network (CoN) Network of networks of

inter-contextual concept granules, a hypergraph of

associations across frame-systems; elements are

retrieved ‘consciously’.

(d) Commonsense-network (ComN) Network of net-

works of commonsense and intuitive (automatic)

behaviors; is the root of all information retrieval, i.e.,

the elements are retrieved ‘unconsciously’; elements

of L, CoN and AL are incorporated into the ComN

after prolonged periods of reinforcement.

The basic global working-memory data-structures are as

follows; these are referenced by all the agencies and form

the basis of deliberative and reflective actions of the

system:

(a) Log A blackboard or scratch pad where time-

stamped entries of agency-activities are made;

indicates the state of the system at any given instant,

analyzing which—a number of agencies may be self-
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activated, and the De might activate or inhibit

agency functions, initiate mechanisms like intelli-

gent backtracking (Stallman and Sussman 1977),

generate error signals, etc.; serves as an indicator of

solution strategy results and reasons thereof for the

system to ‘reflect’ upon.

(b) Frame-associations (FA) A blackboard or scratchpad

for frame-system manipulations during the process of

text ‘understanding’; comes in global and local (per

sub-agency) categories; all frame recollections are

placed in the global FA space, while sections of the

global FA are copied into local FA for deliberations

by sub-agencies; the local FA of the sub-agencies

under SG is analogous to the sensory memory concept

in the human brain; the sub-agencies under De use

their local FA workspace to reason through the

applicability of multiple solution-perspectives before

globally ‘advocating (a\problem, solution, reason[
tuple)’ frame manipulation processes through Log;

the sub-agencies under M, use their local FA to reason

through system optimization mechanisms that would

best support some globally approved frame manipu-

lation exercise; each sub-agency can share sections or

all of its local FA with the other agencies; globally

approved suggestions (by Su) are implemented in the

global FA and all updates to existing networks of

information, are reflected across the long-term mem-

ory networks; all local trials are annotated in local FA

but the trial-results are annotated in Log and global

FA for deliberation and reflection by the other

agencies.

The system memory-management constructs, used by

M, are:

(a) Working-set (WS) Set of pointers to frame-networks

in FA being referenced within a narrow time-

window (intuitively, of the order of seconds).

(b) Active-frames (AF) Set of pointers to frame-net-

works in FA being referenced within a broad time-

window (intuitively of the order of minutes); WS is a

subset of AF.

(c) Passive-frames (PF) Set of pointers to frame-networks

in FA that were members of AF but were pruned away

due to insignificance or lack of use; instead of

consolidating them back to the long-term memory,

these frames remain available during the entire span of

the processing of the current text for quick ‘‘on-

demand’’ placement into FA for re-processing.

Observations:

(a) Considering that the design of the framework is

prone to evolution, as we gain knowledge about the

processes that lead to the human brain behaving the

way it does, the primary advantage that agencies

assigned with dedicated responsibilities provides is

the ease with which an agency may be upgraded

without affecting the design of the entire framework;

introduction of new agencies or framework compo-

nents would however require changes percolating

across every level of the design. Figure 5 summa-

rizes the nested-modular nature of the computational

mind structure.

(b) Distributed processing across the agencies is the key

functional principle of the system. Each of these

agencies implies a granule of control or operation

stack.

(c) The agencies are interconnected such that it forms a

causal system. This is roughly demonstrated in the

feed-back schematic of the system in Fig. 3.

(d) SG depicts instinctive and learned behavior, while

all the other agencies transverse all the layers of

thinking.

(e) V references L and ComN, and De references CoN,

ComN and AL.

(f) CoN and ComN are inspired by the basics of

‘ConceptNet (Havasi 2007)’, while AL is influenced

by ‘Hacker (Sussman 1973)’.

(g) Information storage and retrieval from each of these

long-term knowledge databases involves encoding/

decoding processes across frame-types and data-types.

(h) Log being the basis of inter-agency communication,

these costs are grossly reduced—any message on

Log is equivalent to broadcasting it across all the

agencies for reflection or deliberation.

(i) M is responsible for arbitrating multiple log-access

requests from a number of agencies; this calls for

Fig. 5 A diagrammatic summary of the computational mind
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standard formats for Log-messages (‘suggestions’,

‘applied methods’, ‘outputs’, ‘requests’, etc.) for

uniform comprehension across the system.

(j) Following Minsky’s terminology, Re, Cr, and Su

form the Difference-Engines and Su the Censor and

Suppressor of the framework.

(k) Su is the control shell of the architecture—coordi-

nating the inter-agency activity via heuristics and

approximation schemes, to handle combinatorial

explosions of thoughts and solution strategies, to

ensure tractability of the text comprehension

problem.

(l) The sub-agencies under De can be categorized into

the following, based on the levels of information-

granules they deal with:

(a) Tier 1 Acknowledge system ‘self’; subjective

decisions—Sf.

(b) Tier 2 Conjecture abstract or well-defined

procedures for text interpretation—Re, Cr,

Su.

(c) Tier 3 Hypothesize steps of abstract proce-

dures; procedure-step execution—Se, Sy.

(m) Global FA and Log apparently resemble the global

workspace (Baars 1988, 1997, 2002) construct of

blackboard architectures (Erman et al. 1980). While

the former is a platform for the formulation of frame-

associations though agency operations; Su through

standard Log message formats broadcasts the current

status of the interpretation, through \agency, oper-

ation completed, frame-systems handled, terminal

values before operation, terminal values after oper-

ation, questions in the mind, probable future oper-

ations, reasons[ tuples. The \probable future

operations[ symbolize hypotheses by Cr, sub-

problems identified by Re, or suggestions by Su,

Se and Sy.

The \questions in the mind, probable future oper-

ations[parameters indicate terminals with uncertain

or no slot values or incoherent granules of compre-

hension, and exogenously or endogenously activate

specific sub-agencies, respectively. These activated

agencies, run through innate algorithm trials in their

local FA space, and then through Log, ‘suggest’

strategies towards the resolution of the \probable

future operations[ or ‘suggest’ new operations

altogether. Su analyses this candidate solution space

for the effective mix of partial solutions for the

problem. Status updates and records of partial-

solution pools in Log allows Su to backtrack and

‘deliberate and reflect upon’ strategies in case of

erroneous or cost-ineffective choices made.

(n) What operations are activated by the agencies

depends entirely on how meanings are encoded into

frames. The local critic-selector analyses of agency-

operations, as well as global agency-suggestions are

analogous to ‘mentalese (Pinker 1997)’ or the

language of thought in the computational mind.

Log is a manifestation of the mentalese of the

computational mind.

4.3.2 The working principle

Referring to the functionalities of the defined components

in the preceding section, the basic working principle of the

framework (illustrated in Fig. 6), is as follows. We reckon

that this principle applies to text comprehension and

understanding in general as well–

Given a problem, i.e., a text to read, V is activated and it

makes Log and global FA entries—indicating the symbols

extracted, granulated and interpreted. These interpretations

could include annotations like (author_name, text_name,

title, chapter_name, starting words, word meanings etc.),

depending on the L and ComN memories retrieved. Once

actuated, V extracts text in saccadic-granules (Harley

2008), the length and location of which is regulated by De,

until reading and subsequent comprehension is complete.

All retrievals by V are visible, via the working-memory,

to all of the other agencies to deliberate upon. The sub-

agencies under De assess the status (familiarity, syntax,

semantics, context, affects, interests, relevance, etc.) of the

problem (words, clauses, sentences, paragraphs, frame-

systems, etc.) and opportunistically ‘suggest’ interpretation

mechanisms and results. These involve decomposing the

problem into sub-problems and incremental-developmental

iterations—through long-term to working-memory infor-

mation retrievals, local frame-manipulation trials and

broadcasting of predictably existing success-rendering

schemes, signals to improvise upon known processes and

interpretations or construct new ones from scratch, align-

ment of interpretations with self-interests and information

consolidation—towards the formation of a granule of

comprehension of the entire text sample. M works seam-

lessly in the background to support the agency activities.

Every single hypothesis, agency operation, information

retrieval, changes in the working-memory is corroborated

by a Log entry. This allows Su to constantly monitor

(predict, visualize, question, clarify and evaluate) if the

solutions provided by the different sub-agencies will

eventually converge, and accordingly activate or inhibit

operations (e.g. Sy and Se might be requested to re-

process an incoherent granule). Ideally, an inhibited

agency possesses the right to ‘question’ Su’s directions.
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Thus all instructions by Su are annotated with encoded-

reasons for evaluation and reflection. In the current

version of the system, though no agency can override

Su’s commands, none of its possible partial processing

results are lost. All partially processed frames or inhib-

ited processing vestiges can be retrieved from PF, on

demand, for re-analysis.

An algorithmic or effective procedural view of the

working principle necessitates detailed elucidation of the

working-memory formats and definition of frame structures

of the architecture, time and space complexity analyses,

correctness and completeness verifications. As this article

clearly focuses on the higher-level elements of the frame-

work, subtle hints towards the parameters and tuples in

these constructs have been provided across this article but

we deliberately refrain from discussions on its fine-grained

components.

Expanding on the fundamental objectives of the

framework, the agency-specific functions and inter-

agency activities are enumerated below. Neither is the

order of the functions material (Sect. 4.3.3 elaborates on

the execution modes of the architecture), nor can we be

conclusive about the following being a complete list of

all the cognitive functions underlying comprehension; but

these do serve as a guide for the framework designers

and promote investigations on the microcosmic elements

of the system.

(a) Sensory-Gateway (SG):

(a) Vision (V):

(1) Is the visual protospecialist of the

system, and is responsible for symbol-

extraction, symbol-interpretation and

symbol-granulation from saccades.

(2) Performs morphemic analysis, i.e., the

extraction of the root word, prefixes and

suffixes.

(3) References ComN and L to extract

encoded meanings of morphemes; sub-

sequent entries into Log activates De’s

sub-agencies which in turn lead to

retrieval of memories from CoN and

ComN and AL.

(4) Uses ComN and L to handle errors—

prediction of incomplete text elements

and ignoring stray marks.

(5) Saccade length, and speed, time and

location of retrievals are regulated by

Su under De.

Fig. 6 Illustration of the

working principle of the mind-

agency framework. The

acronyms and connectivity lines

here are to be interpreted as

mentioned in Fig. 4
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(b) Deducer (De):

(a) Syntax (Sy):

(1) Identifies the part of speech of words,

phrases or clauses or sentences using

formal syntax analysis procedures, com-

monsense and intuition.

(2) Creates and updates surface syntax

frames, prunes inconsequential syntax

frames.

(3) Activates relevant ComN and CoN

sections.

(b) Semantic (Se):

(1) Identifies literature type—prose or

verse.

(2) Identifies text-genre and the context

from explicit or metaphorical textual

cues.

(3) Identifies the figures of speech of

linguistic units.

(4) Performs anaphora/cataphora-resolu-

tion, spatial/temporal_sense-resolution,

context-sensitive_sense-resolution of

homonyms.

(5) Uses syntax frames to create and update

semantic, thematic and narrative

frames, prunes inconsequential seman-

tic frames.

(6) Activates relevant ComN and CoN

sections.

(c) Self (Sf):

(1) Monitors affect progression during

text processing.

(2) Monitors belief and confidence of

knowledge retrieved, or formed.

(3) Attention or interest progression

monitoring.

(4) Identifies attachment figures of the

system.

(5) Monitors reinforcement of knowledge

(over CoN, ComN and AL) by inter-

action with attachment figures or self-

assessment.

(6) Initiates upgrading of heavily rein-

forced L, AL and CoN elements to

ComN—triggering predestined

learning.

(7) Effects recollection of memories—

intuitively, ‘high-interest’ or ‘high-

emotion’, or ‘high-belief’ memories

are the first ones to be retrieved from

CoN and ComN.

(8) Manipulates semantic, narrative and

thematic frames.

(9) Ensures cognitive biases do not lead to

incorrect processing.

(10) Spawns multi-mental realm reformu-

lations of a problem; each realm in

turn activates relevant agencies (Cr,

Re, Su).

(11) Self-reflection—judges the alignment

of the text to ideals and preferences.

(d) Recall (Re):

(1) Retrieves memories from ComM and

CoN, if all the text description param-

eters (e.g., author, title, etc.) extracted

by V are known, towards emulating

‘‘automatic behavior’’ of the system.

Else, partitions current interpretation

problem into sub-problems by extrapo-

lating with ‘similar’ experiences and

context.

(2) If all sub-problems have known solu-

tions, activates memories of solutions in

AL and initiates involvement of the

required agencies in the text interpreta-

tion processes.

(3) For sub-problems that have no solu-

tions, activates Cr.

(4) Activates Su to monitor and conquer

partial solutions to an effective

mechanism.

(5) Initiates updating of AL, ComN and

ConM.

(e) Creativity (Cr):

(1) Hypothesizes interpretation strategies

for a given ‘new’ problem.

(2) Evaluates differences between a prob-

lem and the ‘similar’ experiences

recalled by Re.

(3) Reformulates, accumulates and un-

frames memories.

(4) Transframes across contexts and

memories.

(5) Commonsense and intuitive reasoning

are key reasoning tools.

(6) Improvises upon known ‘similar’ solu-

tion strategies to counter differences—

initiates solution trials by other sub-

agencies.
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(7) Builds solutions from scratch—initi-

ates transframing trials and subsequent

solution trials.

(8) Exception handling—deals with lin-

guistic units whose meaning cannot be

ascertained from L or neighborhood

text analysis—asks another machine,

initiates web searches, asks a human,

decides when to ‘give up’, etc.

(9) Activates Su to monitor solution trials

to an effective mechanism.

(10) Initiates updating of L, CoN, ComN

and AL.

(11) Ingenuity of solutions (cost effective-

ness or new-ness) is a measure of the

MIQ (Zadeh 1994), where ‘new-ness’

is relative to the system’s existing

knowledge.

(12) Emulates ‘imagination’—the ability to

visualize intentional objects (Husserl

1970).

(f) Summary (Su):

(1) Predicts, visualizes, questions and

clarifies all computational mind activ-

ities during text processing.

(2) Monitors relevance and comprehen-

sion-progression through text

processing.

(3) Generates curiosity (Gottlieb et al.

2013), questions in the computational

mind, when comprehension is incom-

plete or unsatisfactory.

(4) Measures information gaps (Loewen-

stein 1994), attention and interest, to

regulate saccade length and conse-

quent text-intake rate by V.

(5) Instructs V to re-read or search for

textual cues that relieve curiosity.

(6) Adjudges non-convergence of syntac-

tic or semantic analyses and inhibits

erroneous operations; leads to the

identification of semantic errors in

text.

(7) Consolidates solution principles of

sub-problems to formulate effective

text-interpretation strategies; Occam’s

Razor is a notion of parsimonious

problem solving, understanding and

thought (Baum 2009).

(8) Consolidates frames resulting out of

sub-problem solutions into coherent

granules of facts and events.

(9) Deliberates and reflects over success-

ful and unsuccessful interpretations

and strategies used thereof to reason

or clarify success and failure.

(10) Reflects over inhibited processes to

emulate ‘counterfactual thinking (Ro-

ese 1997)’.

(11) Reflections motivate ‘new’ thinking

by activating Cr which in turn triggers

other sub-agencies.

(12) Applies new interpretation procedures,

formed by Cr, to problems ranked

‘similar’ by Re—an attempt at coun-

terfactual thinking; motivates effec-

tiveness tests of ‘new’ procedures

against existing solutions for these

problems and subsequent updating of

AL.

(13) Annotates solutions with \problem,

process, result, reason[ for storage in

AL.

(14) Annotates memories with \environ-

ment descriptors, problem, solution,

result, reason, affects, beliefs, etc.[
for storage in CoN.

(15) Segments text into sections—introduc-

tion, rising action, climax, resolution,

and denouement, based on informa-

tion, affect and interest progression.

(16) Restraining sub-agency operations

involves backtracking through Log to

arrive at the last ‘stable’ state of the

system.

(17) Updates L, CoN, ComN and AL.

(18) Updating of AL triggers upgrading of

the agents that symbolize algorithms

under sub-agencies.

(c) Manager (M):

(1) The control-shell of the architecture—the

hub of effective and coherent organization of

agency activity; runs in the background

providing housekeeping support to the

inter-agency and intra-agency activities.

(2) System time management—System clock

maintenance for Log entry timestamps;

ensure (hard-to-soft) real-time time con-

straints over operations such that system

cognition is at most of the order of average

human cognition rates.

(3) Attaches unique identifiers to extracted sacc-

adic information. These identifiers are used

by Su to initiate verbatim recall and re-
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reading (Li et al. 2013; Payne and Reader

2006; Rothkopf 1971), and intuitively repre-

sent \page_no, location on page, keywords

in neighborhood text, …[.

(4) Memory handling—long-term to working-

memory placement and replacement strate-

gies via WS, AF and PF to ensure thrashing

avoidance and recovery, working-memory to

long term memory transfers, inter long-term

memory data transfers, encoding of memo-

ries (across different frame and data-types)

into compressed uniform formats during

storage and decoding during retrieval.

(5) FA management—maintains coherence

across local and global FA, selective clear-

ing of local FA (removal of only irrelevant

sections), annotation of ‘trial’ and ‘applied’

results, fixed-size or adaptive (as per require-

ment) allotment of physical memory space

for local FA.

(6) Log-management—read/write synchroniza-

tion across multiple agencies, commit point

handling (write-back all ‘correct’ short-term

memory modifications to long-term memory

constructs), heuristic scheduling (Erman

et al. 1980) to arbitrate multiple agency-

attention (Log-write) seeking requests.

(7) K-line management—to spawn or kill a

K-line component (identifier-assignment,

memory management, Log entries). Poly-

neme—tracks FA components denoting dif-

ferent ideas about a singular parent-frame

(e.g. A polyneme for the parent frame

‘apple’ tracks terminals and slots for ‘color’,

‘shape’ and ‘texture’); every different sense

of a homonym has a unique polyneme

tracking (akin to header-nodes of linked-

lists) its corresponding FA elements. Micro-

neme—encodes global context parameters,

as evaluated by Se; is used by the agencies to

determine context-relevant procedures for

the interpretation process. Pronome—han-

dles the establishment of physical connec-

tions between frame elements, across frame-

systems, across retrievals and manipulations,

etc. in the FA. Isonome—simulates the same

procedure across a number of things, e.g.

execution of transframing procedures across

multiple contexts, or the application of a

‘new’ procedure on concepts towards ‘coun-

terfactual thinking (Roese 1997) ’. Para-

nome—tracks FA components pertaining to

an active mental realm of thinking for the

given text; every active mental realm has a

paranome tracking its FA elements.

(8) Context-switching (across text chapters or

text sections)—involves storing the status of

the current context and transferring control

to a new context.

(9) Handle undo-redo operations dictated by De

and consequent system state transitions—

through memory, FA, Log and K-lines.

(10) System optimization—utilizes idle processor

cycles to perform online housekeeping tasks,

reflect ever system management mechanisms

to reason and self-modify towards enhance-

ment, execute Su’s efforts to arrive at ‘new

revelations’.

4.3.3 Synthesis of a computational mind

The following inferences from the agency-functionality

and working principle illuminated in the preceding sections

imply important synthesis issues of the framework:

(a) The mind-agency framework is one of complex

inter-agency and intra-agency connectivity; the

agencies work in harmony to comprehend text or

any event in the real-world.

(b) Agency and agent construction imperatives:

(a) A sub-agency typically comprises of: (a) algo-

rithm agents that track different methods of

realizing the sub-agency functionality, (b) func-

tion agents that emulate typical sub-functions

of the algorithm agents, and (c) critic-selector

agents that weigh the effectiveness of different

algorithms to reason and choose the best

option. While the critic-selector agents moni-

tor local appropriateness of solution strategies,

Su monitors the global appropriateness.

(b) The design (Gottlieb et al. 2013) of critic-

selector agents requires that besides monitor-

ing the algorithm agents, they analyze their

own competence and epistemic states, esti-

mate their own uncertainty and execute strat-

egies for reducing the uncertainty. This calls

for understanding the physics of innate men-

tal-rewards in the human brain that prompts

information-seeking and learning towards

‘cognitive development’ in a human being

and correspondingly so in an agent.

(c) Each agency has at least one critic-selector

agent granule that is dedicated to the analysis

of Log entries and subsequent agency self-

activation.
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(d) The brain selects and proactively seeks out the

information it wishes to sample, and this

active process plays a key role in the con-

struction of conscious perception (Gottlieb

et al. 2013). Thus, global significance analysis

(McCarthy 2008; Pal and Banerjee 2013)—

across frames (relevance to context and com-

prehension) as well as interpretation strategies

(co-operative and competitive effects of

agency suggestions) is a crucial Su function.

(e) Re, Cr and Su depend on the functional

programming (Backus 1978) paradigm—

where modules lend their functionalities

towards the generation of a bespoke algorithm

fitting the needs of the current text interpre-

tation problem.

(c) Frame handling requisites:

(a) Each of the agencies deal with frames in one

form or another.

(b) Solution strategies imply frame-manipulation

operations; solutions imply frame-manipula-

tion results.

(c) Frame manipulation necessitates the definition

of a calculus or a frame manipulation lan-

guage, leading to the formation of conceptual

associations.

(d) Frame manipulation schemes need to seamlessly

integrate and operate across multiple data-types

representing different sensory memories.

(e) Besides parameters that describe a fact or an

event, frames need to embody parameters that

define the system’s belief of the world and

itself. The Z-number (Banerjee and Pal 2013;

Pal et al. 2013; Zadeh 2011) philosophy is an

effective strategy towards the representation

of subjective beliefs.

(f) Any concept has two simultaneous represen-

tations—integrated (after frame-transframing

and frame-unframing operations) and differ-

entiated (after frame-accumulating operations)

[Refer to Sect. 3.2.1 for frame operations].

(g) Typical frame states are:

(1) Activation Recall of frames, terminals

and slot values associated with the

current text stimulus. On activation,

terminal slots are filled with ‘default

(intuitive)’ or ‘most likely [high-cer-

tainty (Banerjee and Pal. 2013; Pal et al.

2013)]’ values for the terminal.

(2) Instantiation Assignment of slot values

particular to the current stimulus; an

activated terminal is instantiated if the

existing slot value is updated to reflect

the current text.

(d) A rule of thumb for the time frame for WS is roughly

of the order of the time for processing a paragraph,

while that for AF is of the order of time for

processing a page. M tracks the approximate time to

process an average paragraph or page and modulates

the time window accordingly.

(e) During reading, the human brain typically (McCar-

thy 2008):

(a) Processes words in the text in the ‘foreground’.

(b) Unconsciously takes into account the ambient

lighting, the seating comfort, the time, the

arrival of people, ambient sounds, i.e., the

brain processes these elements in the ‘back-

ground’, and these environmental descriptors

can often [‘incorrectly (Ariely 2008; Banaji

and Greenwald 2013)’] influence the interpre-

tation of the text.

(c) The ‘foreground’ and the ‘background’ pro-

cessing activities work in tandem and take

place when the reader is actually reading

(online) or mulling over the read text (offline).

Thus, while in this article we have restricted to

just a description of V, each of the sub-

agencies under SG of a computational mind

plays a critical role in text understanding. The

important difference that our system has with

the human mind is that Sf has been delegated

an essential task of immunizing interpretations

from cognitive biases; thus Sf tries to balance

between emotional and rational thinking.

(f) Drawing from point (e), a computational mind

ideally operates in the following modes (Fig. 7,

presents a snapshot of the operation modes of a

computational mind, alluding to Minsky’s divisions

of the layers of thinking (Minsky 2006), and Fig. 8,

elaborates on the same):

(a) Based on principles of dynamicity (current

time_frame = t):

(1) Online processing (t) (Seth et al. 2006)

Processing stimulus that is active at t; is

analogous to the ‘experiencing self

(Kahneman 2011)’. This mode repre-

sents conscious association formation

due to transactions between organisms

and environments.

(2) Offline processing (t) (Seth et al. 2006)

Processing stimulus that was active at
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Fig. 7 A snapshot of the operation modes of a computational mind during text processing

Fig. 8 A detailed illustration of the operation modes in sync with frame-processing for text understanding in a computational mind
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some previous time frame (\t), but is no

longer active at t. This mode represents

the action of ‘mulling over’ or ‘reflec-

tion’, and is analogous to the ‘remem-

bering self (Kahneman 2011)’. It

represents conscious association forma-

tion during dreaming, reverie, abstract

thought, planning, or imagery.

(b) Based on differences in conscious-processing

activities of stimuli at time (t):

(1) Foreground processing (t) Activation or

instantiation of frame units by actual or

the intended stimuli (S) at t; symbolizes

conscious mind activity.

(2) Background processing (t) Activation

or instantiation of frame units by envi-

ronmental or commonsense cues while

processing S at t; symbolizes sub-con-

scious or unconscious mind activity.

(c) The above modes can be further categorized

into:

(1) Serial processing Where the outcome of

processing an element at time t flows

into the processing of an element at

time (t ? 1) or later. For example, the

outcomes of online processing activities

serve as inputs during the offline pro-

cessing phase—on a global scale, or the

interpretation of a saccade of text

effects the interpretation of the succeed-

ing ones—on a local scale. Conscious

activities are serial (Baars 1988).

(2) Parallel or co-operative processing

Where a number of stimuli are pro-

cessed in tandem. For example, the

foreground and the background process-

ing phases work in sync towards the

comprehension of the present context

(von Neumann 2012). Unconscious

activities are parallel (Baars 1988).

A computational mind ideally, not only per-

forms serial and parallel processing simulta-

neously, but the outcomes of these processing

activities co-operate with each other as

well—acknowledging the simultaneous left

and the right brain processes across the cor-

pus callosum. For example, while the eyes

serially extract saccades of text, the words in

each saccade are concurrently co-operatively

processed and the interpretation of one sac-

cade flows into the next—leading to an

incrementally growing module of compre-

hension. We refer to these modes as mac-

rothreads.

Each active serial or parallel macro-thread is

further composed of a number of microth-

reads. Considering reading, the microthreads

involved in a serial macrothread are the

extracted saccades and environmental inputs

at time (t), while those for the parallel mac-

rothreads are the individual words in a sac-

cade or multiple active saccades. These

operation modes are in line with the concept

of ‘thinking without thinking (Gladwell

2005)’.

(g) A primitive granule processed by the human vision

(Cristobal et al. 2011) system is the text contained in

a saccade (Harley 2008). Following experimental

studies in Miller (1955), it perhaps is right to

conclude that a saccade has a maximum of seven

words. Now if a machine were to process a seven-

word saccade, it should be able to activate seven

threads for concurrent co-operative handling of the

intra-saccade microthreads, as well as additional

threads for handling concurrent co-operative pro-

cessing of the inter-saccade macrothreads. Consid-

ering typical present day processor architectures, a

saccade with more than seven words could perhaps

be easily accommodated. This data-driven design

perspective reflects a conscious shift away from the

‘word-at-a time (Backus 1978)-thinking philosophy’

underlying von-Neumann bottlenecks.

5 Analysis of the framework

Having described the components that constitute the mind-

agency framework, this section focuses on analyzing its

correctness and completeness—in terms of the theories it is

based upon. These evaluations here are only in terms of us

having identified all the requisite functions and modules.

The design shall only be complete once the agents, data

structures and knowledge bases are in place, whereupon the

agencies are functional and execute as per design

expectations.

We present here a dry-run through the working principle

the outputs of which have been validated by human sub-

jects, followed by a study of correspondences with
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structures in the human brain and layers in Minsky’s model

of the human mind. The framework is then conceptually

compared with existing cognitive frameworks.

5.1 A dry-run test of the framework

Table 3 presents an explicit run through the framework—

depicting the stages of comprehension and the roles of the

mind-agencies. Components in the table abide by the fol-

lowing schematics:

(a) \bold[ indicates ‘frame header’.

(b) \italics[ indicates ‘terminal’.

(c) \bold and italics[ indicates ‘slot value’.

(d) () indicates ‘frame-terminal’ connectivity relation.

(e) Arrow heads indicate connectivity destinations;

destinations could be ‘terminals’ or ‘slot values’.

Assumptions Each of the mind-agencies and memory

constructs is functional, as per the descriptions in Sect. 4.

Input text A duck waddled past the post-box. It didn’t

notice a cat nearby.

Expected output A narrative of comprehension—sum-

marizing the surface and deep semantics of the input

text.

Observations

(1) Inference results and data of one stage percolate

down to the next stage of comprehension.

(2) Entries across time units indicate Log as well as

global FA values.

(3) Each time_unit-action_thread intersection implies a

macrothread, while the entries within the intersec-

tion symbolize constituent microthread operations.

(4) Activities of M have not been deliberately high-

lighted, as we wanted to focus exclusively on the

phenomenon of comprehension.

(5) At time T5, Su summarizes the surface semantics

(depicted in the darkened table entry) of the text

input. All that follows are results of thinking across

the four higher layers of the mind.

(6) The progression of comprehension depicted above

was validated by the thought processes of fifteen

random individuals. These individuals were asked

to list—over a time period of 2 days—all that their

minds processed in relation to the given text input,

and in the order that their thoughts were activated.

Results of surface semantics and reflective assump-

tions matched with twelve of the test subjects; the

remaining, unfortunately did not process beyond

surface semantics.

We are currently in the process of performing more

such experiments, so as to understand better the

average thought processes given random text

instances.

(7) Sf is biased by the ‘availability’ heuristic, at time

T5 where it assumes a pessimistic perspective over

\predator–prey[. Cr at Time T12 suggests an

optimistic viewpoint.

(8) The results above highlight those due to online-

foreground processing. Offline or background pro-

cessing could include views on the\post-box[; Cr

prescription strategies like \duck flying onto post-

box[ as an \escape[ mechanism and so on.

(9) From the above example, it is evident that our

framework is conceptually a cognitive model of

text comprehension, as it demonstrates:

(a) multiple-realm ‘thinking’, (b) ambiguity reso-

lution, (c) recollection and reflection, and

(d) subjective decision-making.

(10) The question of importance at this juncture is when

will it be evident that a machine was ‘thinking’ or

behaving ‘intelligently’?

Drawing from Ryle (1949), the procedures that the

machine uses in order to arrive at solutions is an

indication of its intelligence, where the procedures

are an amalgamation of its knowledge, intuition,

commonsense, and experience.

Furthermore, considering the implication of the

self-consciousness method of thinking, (Seth 2010;

Seth et al. 2006) indicate the need for effective

means for the measurement of conscious thoughts

and states by a machine. These methods need to

incorporate both objective and subjective machine

responses. The interesting question here is would a

‘conscious’ ‘thinking’ ‘understanding’ machine be

immune to consciousness disorders leading to

psychiatric or neurologic disorders or minimal

conscious states?

(11) Referring to (Erman et al. 1980) for the key

requirements of knowledge based language under-

stander systems:

(a) Representation and structuring of the prob-

lem in a way that permits decomposition.

(b) Total interpretation is to be broken down into

hypotheses and modularized into different

types of knowledge that can operate inde-

pendently and co-operatively.

The following features of the framework support the

conceptual acknowledgement of these requirements:

(a) Not only have we factored text comprehen-

sion into its component functions (Sect. 4.2)

and assigned their execution to mind-
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agencies (Sect. 4.3.1), these agencies are

further composed of agents that decompose

these functions into algorithmic steps

(Sect. 4.3.3).

(b) Deconstruction of interpretations into

hypotheses and knowledge modularization

is supported through–

(1) Re decomposes an interpretation prob-

lem into ‘‘similar’’ sub-problems and

recalls known solutions.

(2) Cr hypothesizes new solution

perspectives.

(3) Su periodically summarizes compre-

hension statuses which in turn acti-

vates solution suggestions by different

agencies.

(4) Critic-selector agents critically ana-

lyze multiple approaches towards the

realization of an agency-function.

(5) Global FA and Log serve as global

workspaces for the agencies to co-

operate towards solutions.

(6) Local FA supports independent

agency-activity trials, moderated by

critic-selector agents.

(7) As is evident from the hierarchy of the

De agencies (Sect. 4.3.1), these oper-

ate across a number of information-

granular levels.

(8) Multiple solutions across agencies

form pools of candidate partial solu-

tions, which Su combines into effec-

tive global solutions.

(9) Knowledge—modularized into facts,

concepts, intuition, commonsense and

procedures are referenced by agencies,

relative to the demands of the status of

comprehension.

5.2 Correspondence between the mind-agencies

and brain-functions

Table 4 summarizes the analogy between the brain lobes in

the cerebral cortex and the mind-agencies, and Table 5

depicts the one-to-one correspondence between the memory

categories of the human brain and the memory constructs of

the framework. By virtue of the total coverage of the lobes

and the memories by the mind-agencies and memory

structures, respectively, we consider our design complete.

5.3 Correspondence between the mind-agencies

and the layers of the mind

The functions of the agencies are indicators of the layers of

the human mind that they embody, and we summarize the

correspondence in Table 6. Evidently, the function

boundaries are not crisp and each agency covers more than

one layer of the human mind. By the strength of the total

coverage of the functionalities across the layers by the

mind-agencies, we consider our design complete.

5.4 Comparison with Hearsay and ‘conscious’ software

agents (CMATTIE, IDA)

This segment briefly elucidates on the conceptual similar-

ities and differences with existing ‘intelligent’ ‘reflective’

‘conscious’ agents—Hearsay (Erman et al. 1980),

CMATTIE (McCauley et al. 2000; Zhang 1998) and IDA

(Baars 1988; Franklin 2003). Our framework draws from

the many advantages of these systems (described in

Sect. 2) and aims to augment their abilities towards a truly

intelligent machine (Turing 1950).

Similarities–

Each of the existing agents and our mind-agency

architecture:

(a) Are based on the ‘Society of Mind’ theory.

Table 4 Correspondence

between the cerebral cortex

regions and the mind-agencies,

based on their functional

analogy

Cerebral cortex region Framework agencies and functions

Occipital V

Frontal Broca’s area—Sy

Self definition, attention, social behavior—Sf

Reasoning, judgment, strategic thinking—Re, Cr, Su

Parietal Angular gyrus—Se, Sf, Su, Re, Cr

Temporal Wernicke’s area—Se

Amygdala—Sf, Su

Hippocampus—Su

Basal Ganglia—Sf, Su, Re

Recognition—Re
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(b) Are deliberative and reflective—over mechanisms

that realize the purpose of their design (e.g. speech

understanding).

(c) Rely on co-operative concurrent processing activities

across modules for voluntary action selection and

constraint satisfaction.

(d) Exhibit learning.

(e) Exhibit affects.

(f) Do not represent ‘forgetfulness’ or mechanisms to

handle internal or external distractions.

Differences, or rather, distinctive conceptual enhance-

ments in the proposed mind-agency framework–

Table 5 Correspondence between categories of the human memory and the memory constructs of the framework

Human memory Framework memory constructs

Working global FA; local FA of De and M sub-agencies; AF; PF

(WS ( AF and is therefore not explicitly mentioned)

Declarative CoN; AL

Procedural ComN

Long-term CoN; ComN; AL

Short-term First set of entries into global FA by SG

Sensory local FA of SG sub-agencies

Visual, Olfactory, Haptic, Taste,

Auditory

Memories annotated by the senses they pertain to—indicated by their data-types in ComN and CoN

Autobiographic Subset of CoN

Retrospective, Prospective To be constructed out of ComN and CoN (Intuitively, PF could be instrumental in the emulation of these

memories)

Table 6 The participation of the agencies in the thinking process

Layers of thinking In the human mind Computational mind-agencies

V Sy Se Sf Re Cr Su M

Instinctive reactions * *

Accept text-input through the appropriate sensory organs

Learned reactions * * * * * *

Assign meaning to the elements seen—alphabets, digits, special symbols, white-spaces, punctuation;

agglomeration of symbols into words, numbers, codes, phrases, clauses, sentences; syntax and

semantic analysis of the text extracted; literature categorization into prose, poem, etc.; genre

resolution

Deliberative thinking * * * * * *

Disambiguation of word-meanings, sentence-meanings, genres; rhetoric and prosodic analysis; analyze

relevance and coherence of flow of concepts across text; consolidate individual text-elements into

concepts; visualize scenes

Reflective thinking * * * * * *

Reason and optimize deliberative thinking processes; generate curiosity (questions in the computational

mind) and activate schemes to gratify the same; build cross-text and cross-contextual associations

Self-reflective thinking * * *

Evaluate interest and comprehension progression through text; overcome cognitive biases and reform

concepts; text section identification—introduction, rising action, climax, denouement and conclusion;

regulate eye-tracking (re-read sections, reading speed)

Self-conscious emotion * * *

Attachment of emotions or levels of interest and perceptions to the entire text; to what extent does the

text come-up to the reader’s expectations and ideals—is it taboo, inspirational, fun, tragic,

unputdownable, etc.; will the reader recommend it to anyone; will the reader read it again; how does

the current reading affect the reader—did the reader gain new knowledge, which concepts were

clarified

An asterisk indicates participation; the agency-name codes here are the same as that for Fig. 4]
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Elements present in our mind-agency architecture but

absent in the existing architectures:

(a) Acknowledgement of ‘automatic’ or intuitive behav-

ior—based on the principle of continued reinforced

learned behavior towards ‘automatic’ impulses or

thinking without thinking (Gladwell 2005). This

should predictably prevent the entire complex

framework being activated for trivial language units

(a key disadvantage of the existing systems).

(b) Acknowledgement of commonsense reasoning.

(c) The notion of the machine ‘self’—‘self-reflection’

and ‘self-consciousness’—towards machine ‘neuro-

genesis (Chugani et al. 2001)’ and subjective deci-

sions (regulation of V, condition comprehension, etc.)

(d) The concept of encoding ‘reasons’ for failure and

success of solution or interpretation strategies—

given a context and the section of text being

processed, thereby laying the foundations for possi-

ble ‘self-modification’ or ‘self-evolution’ across

essential system functions (those undertaken by M)

towards system optimization.

Having identified the agencies and their corresponding

operations, the next stage of the modeling process calls for

the following tasks, and working towards these are where

our future intentions lie:

(a) Formalization of the framework—describing its func-

tions in simple computational terms (Backus 1978).

(b) Identification and enumeration of the agents and

their functions under each of the agencies.

(c) Specifics of all the memory constructs, frame-

formats and frame-manipulation strategies.

(d) Our design is clearly hybrid—incorporating both

symbolic and connectionist features. A deeper

insight into this is needed.

(e) The ultimate challenge of our model lies in testing

its robustness in dealing with the dogmas of

language comprehension (Clark 1997).

(f) Identification and formalization of parameters that

define the ‘self’.

6 Conclusion

Right through antiquity down to the twenty-first century,

thinkers, philosophers and scientists have spent years in

trying to solve the ‘mysteries’ of the human brain—‘What is

the ‘mind’ and how or why does it act the way it does?’ ‘How

does the mind lead to intelligence?’ ‘What is it that differ-

entiates a ‘normal’, an ‘afflicted’ and a ‘genius’ mind?’…
With the advent of research streams pertaining to lin-

guistics, neuroscience, artificial intelligence, psychology,

and cognition, answers to which parts of the brain are

activated in response to specific stimuli and abstract con-

cepts on how the mind functions have been unearthed. But

an accurate, scientific definition of the ‘mind’ and its

functions remains elusive.

The investigations illustrated here do not, in any way,

reveal answers to the questions mentioned above, but does

attempt at contributing to the ‘thinking-machines’ research

initiatives heralded by Turing (1950). What Turing pio-

neered, through this phenomenal article, is the need to

think about ‘thinking’ in a disciplined way and view the

mind as a scientific phenomenon involving countably

infinite moving parts—visualizing the mind as a society of

interacting agents.

This article is a treatise on our first steps towards the

realization of a novel ‘cognitive’ model of text compre-

hension, based on the ‘Society of Mind (Minsky 1986)’ and

the ‘Emotion Machine (Minsky 2006)’ theories, and key

elements of existing language understanders. Not only does

our model look into emulating the key steps in reading and

comprehension, like eye-tracking etc., but also aims at

incorporating the concept of ‘thinking’ across multiple

realms towards arriving at text-visualizations. We describe

here the top-level components of the architectures, without

divulging their fine-grained technicalities, followed by a

discussion on its working theory and realization

constraints.

Major discoveries and hard work lie ahead before we

uncover a foundation for a computational mind that is

anything as basic like the chromosomes, genes and genetic

code. We do not claim that our proposed design mimics the

vast repertoire of mind functions nor have we defined every

psychological process in its computational equivalents, but

we have here a set of very basic agencies that work in

unison and harmony to realize textual understanding. The

concepts here serve as a blueprint for our continued evo-

lutionary design initiatives. What we envision is that the

design, instead of imitating any of the authors or people we

know, be able to define its own self, be self-organized,

dynamic, adaptable, and social—the mark of a truly

intelligent object, as defined in McCarthy (1995, 2008).

A cognitive model of text understanding, we believe,

applies to the development of ‘intelligent’ and ‘symbiotic’

man–machine interactive systems—capable of ‘under-

standing’ deep semantics—plagiarism-checkers, library

cataloguing systems, text summarizers, differential diag-

nosis systems, educational aids for children with reading

disorders, etc. Extending the model to include compre-

hension of language in all its forms is our ultimate goal.

Interestingly, this project presents an opportunity for

introspection on ‘self’ and acknowledgement of oneself as

a ‘thinker’ towards understanding the innate ‘algorithms’

guiding daily activities. Thus, besides the engineering
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perspective, the research involved herein, has profound

philosophic ramifications as well.

We shall not cease from exploration and the end of all

our exploring will be to come back to the place from

which we came and know it for the first time—T.S.

Eliot.
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